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Derbyshire Pub Quiz League
Virtual Quiz during lockdown
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Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are
purely  explanatory  and  are  not  required.  If  the  answer  offered  is  incomplete  (for  example,  “Roosevelt”  for
“Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer.

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet.



Beginnings
1 Which 1942 film ends with the words ‘Louis, I think this is the beginning of a beautiful 

friendship’?
Casablanca

2 Which three letters begin the name of the highest mountain on the Isle of Man, and a 
pink cartoon cougar, and the brand names on both Aldi’s and Lidl’s crisps and snacks?

SNA

3 When Andy Williams sang ‘Where do I begin to tell the story of how great a love can be?’ he 
was singing the theme to which 1970 film starring Ryan O’Neal and Ali McGraw?

Love Story

4 Which movement began among the Rochdale Pioneers in 1844? Co-Op

5 ‘"I have been here before," I said’ are the first words of chapter one of which 1945 novel
by Evelyn Waugh?

Brideshead
Revisited

6 Matches in which sport used to start with a bully-off, but now begin with a push-back? Hockey

7 Name the Irish man whose brewing career began when he was ‘prompted by a demand 
of providing for Ten Children now living out of one & twenty born to us’?

Arthur
Guiness

8 In 1982 Erroll Brown in the pop group Hot Chocolate sang that he never thought that it 
would come to this, but what did it start with?

A Kiss

9 ‘Ours is essentially a tragic age, so we refuse to take it tragically. The cataclysm has happened, we 
are among the ruins, we start to build up new little habitats, to have new little hopes’ are the opening 
words of which 1928 novel loosely based on Renishaw Hall in Derbyshire?

Lady Chatterley’s
Lover

10 Which three letters begin the curvature of a snail shell and the names of both the third 
highest mountain in England and of the original inhabitants of the Alpine lakes region?

HEL



Every answer ends in a pronounced vowel
e.g. Penelope but not Envelope

1 Tia Maria is a coffee flavoured liqueur made in Italy from Jamaican coffee beans. Which
rival coffee liqueur is made in Mexico from Mexican beans?

Kahlua

2 What is the colour of unbleached linen? The word itself means ‘unbleached’ in French. Ecru

3 Which architect collaborated with Richard Rogers on the Pompidou Centre in Paris, and 
designed The Shard in London on his own?

Renzo
Piano

4 Adrian Mole’s on/off girlfriend has a name that rhymes with the name of which 
European country?

Andorra

5 Daughters of Australian TV personalities Rolf Harris and Steve Irwin have which first 
name in common?

Bindi

6 Taking its name from a town on the historic Silk Road from China to the west, which 
sheer variety of woven silk is particularly used in bridal-wear?

Organza

7 The painter Domenikos Theotokopoulus, who was born in Crete in 1541 and died in 
Spain in 1614, is best known by what nickname?

El Greco

8 The Parthenon in Athens was built as a temple to which Goddess of Wisdom? Athena

9 Malta is a small island nation, consisting of the island of Malta and which two other 
islands?

Gozo
Comino

10 In concerts what style of music is plucked on violin strings rather than being played with 
a bow?

Pizzicato



Companions
1 Which magazine published weekly in Dundee promises 7 short stories in every issue? The People’s Friend

2 Which star of the TV series Our Friends in the North went on to play The Doctor in 
TV’s Dr Who?

Christopher
Eccleston

3 The 1986 film Comrades was about which group of men from Dorset who in 1834 were 
convicted and transported to Australia?

Tolpuddle
Martyrs

4 Which organisations offering mutual aid and benevolence were first given legal 
recognition by Benjamin Disraeli’s government in 1875?

Friendly
Societies

5 Private Frank Pike in Dad’s Army and Corporal Radar O’Reilly in MASH both need what
sort of companion to sleep at night?

Teddy
Bear

6 Which novel by J B Priestley describes the travels and work of Jess Oakroyd, Miss Trant 
and Inigo Jolliphant? This stage act originally called themselves ‘The Dinky Doos’.

The Good
Companions

7 During WW2 British fighter aircraft were fitted with a device called IFF for short. What 
did IFF stand for?

Identification
Friend or Foe

8 Which 1988 film starring Bette Midler and Barbara Hershey was released as Forever 
Friends in some parts of the world?

Beaches

9 The 12 paladins were the companions of which mythical French hero, allegedly a 
nephew of Charlemagne?

Roland
/Orlando

10 John Harmon, Noddy Boffin, Bella Wilfer, Jenny Wren and Silas Wegg are all 
characters in which 1865 novel by Charles Dickens?

Our Mutual
Friend



Mothers
1 The parents of a cygnet are called the cob for the male. What is the mother called? Pen

2 Finty Williams is the actress daughter of Michael Williams and which actress mother? Judi Dench

3 In which TV series of the 1960s did a group of spies work for ‘Mother’, a character 
played by Patrick Newell?

The Avengers

4 Which hill near Castleton in Derbyshire has a name that means ‘Mother Hill’? Mam Tor

5 Which US state is nicknamed ‘mother of presidents’ (because 8 have been born there), 
something of a paradox given its real name?

Virginia

6 Rather surprisingly, Woody Guthrie, the folk-singer who composed the Dust Bowl 
Ballads, had a crush on actress Isabella Rossellini’s actress mother. Who was that?

Ingrid
Bergman

7 In Greek mythology she was the mother of the gods while in Roman mythology she was the mother of 
Romulus and Remus. But in South America this is simply the name of a flightless bird. Which name?

Rhea

8 Which almond cake is traditionally made before Mothering Sunday and consumed on 
that day or later?

Simnel Cake

9 Abba had only one hit single with the word ‘mother’ in its title. Which question did they 
ask?

Does Your Mother
Know

10 Jennie Jerome was the mother of two children. The elder was Winston Churchill. Who 
was her other son?

John/Jack



All Answers Rhyme
Answers are not repeated

1 Which German word might be said to someone who has just sneezed? Gesundheit

2 On which island is the rail service comprised of ex-London Underground trains? Isle of Wight

3 In June 1752 Benjamin Franklin used a battery, a key, a length of string, and what else to
prove that lightning is electrical?

Kite

4 Which green crystal is said to be the birthstone for those born under the sign of Taurus? Malachite

5 Mentioned in the 1983 hit single ‘Kissing With Confidence’, which dental problem has 
been attributed to the introduction of the knife and fork in western cuisine in C18th?

Overbite

6 Which song in the musical West Side Story is the equivalent of the balcony scene in the 
original Shakespearean drama Romeo and Juliet?

Tonight

7 Which geographical term connects Benin, German, Great Australian, and Biafra? It can 
be heard nightly in the shipping forecast.

Bight

8 Which of the fossil fuels has the highest energy content? According to Dylan Thomas 
and appropriately for South Wales the horses in Under Milk Wood had this appearance.

Anthracite

9 Which sports car, nicknamed the ‘frogeye’, went into production in Abingdon in 1958? 
The MG Midget was a new version introduced in 1961 with a completely different name.

Sprite

10 “With tuppence for paper and strings You can have your own set of wings With your feet
on the ground You’re a …” what?

Bird in
Flight


